
A LEXICON ON CLIMATE JUSTICE



The risks and impacts of climate change are

disproportionately higher for vulnerable populations,

creating a basic equity issue  those with the lowest

carbon footprints bear the worst consequences of the

climate crisis. In addition, several measures designed to

combat climate change often detrimentally affect the

less affluent, and to some extent, parallels of this play

out in climate change dynamics between developed and

developing countries. This makes issues of climate justice

central to ongoing debates on climate impacts and

solutions. 

As per the former United Nations High Commissioner for

Human Rights, Mary Robinson - one of the first

advocates for the term - climate justice aims to move

the climate change debate from a scientific perspective

to one which uses science to place the human rights of

vulnerable people and communities at its heart. Given

that climate change affects several considerations that

are important to human beings, such as food security,

water, sanitation, displacement, trade etc., the climate

justice debate is about how these competing

considerations can be balanced while formulating policy

responses.  

CLIMATE JUSTICE 
The Climate Justice Lexicon 



This climate justice lexicon aims to articulate a basic

understanding of key concepts related to climate justice

issues, using plain language and infographics. An “A-Z”

of terms is our attempt at an introduction to that which

makes up the world of climate justice. This lexicon is not

meant to be exhaustive, but instead is designed as a

tool to convey the idea that climate change affects

human lives and choices made by human beings affect

the climate; the keywords have been chosen accordingly

and defined with this context in mind. This is part of a

larger initiative on climate justice by Justice Adda, which

aims to create a rights-based understanding of climate

change within entrenched socio-economic contexts. 

This lexicon has been created through a collaboration

between Justice Adda and the India Climate

Collaborative-EdelGive Foundation Alliance. 



CAT: Climate Action Tracker

CBD: Convention on Biological Diversity

CBDR-RC: Common but Differentiated Responsibilities

and Respective Capabilities 

COP: Conference of the Parties

EU-27: European Union-27

ECHR: European Convention on Human Rights

FAO: Food and Agriculture Organisation

GDP: Gross Domestic Product

GHG: Greenhouse Gas

IPCC: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

ISA: International Solar Alliance

MSW: Municipal Solid Waste

NAPCC: National Action Plan on Climate Change

Glossary



NDC: Nationally Determined Contribution

SDG: Sustainable Development Goal

UN: United Nations

UNEP:  United Nations Environment Programme

UNFCCC: United Nations Framework Convention on

Climate Change

UNGA: United Nations General Assembly

Glossary



Adaptation refers to human interventions that minimize

the impact of climate change on human beings and the

planet. An example of climate adaptation is designing

disaster-resilient infrastructure which reduces the

likelihood of damage to human beings from extreme

weather events like floods, storms, heat waves, and

others. 

ADAPTATION

A



Relevance

It is important to recognise that the impact of climate

change will be felt differently by different segments of

the population based on their geographic location,

economic prosperity, available resources and access to

relevant information like forecasting systems, among

others. Thus, adaptation pathways must be designed in

consultation with affected communities and must be

equitable in nature. On the international scale,

developed countries are better equipped to adapt to

the effects of climate change due to their resources;

thus, global climate negotiations often lack an adequate

focus on adaptation.

 

Praxis

The Climate Change Agenda for Delhi 2009-2012,

advocated by the then chief secretary of Delhi,

recognised that water management service patterns in

the city are inequitable since both the rich and poor pay

the same cost, but distribution or availability is not

adequate in low-income areas. A study published in

Ecology and Society shows that the justice criteria in

Delhi’s climate adaptation plan were not met due to the

political economy of poverty in the city, as well as

insufficient institutional capacity. The justice criteria

chosen by the author were (a) representation of

vulnerable groups in adaptation planning, (b)

prioritization of adaptation needs of vulnerable groups,

and (c) impacts of adaptation which increase freedoms

and assets of vulnerable groups.

http://forest.delhigovt.nic.in/wps/wcm/connect/4b9d9c004effc03989a0adb60aeecb21/ClimateChange_36ActionPlan.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&lmod=-332148838&CACHEID=4b9d9c004effc03989a0adb60aeecb21
http://forest.delhigovt.nic.in/wps/wcm/connect/4b9d9c004effc03989a0adb60aeecb21/ClimateChange_36ActionPlan.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&lmod=-332148838&CACHEID=4b9d9c004effc03989a0adb60aeecb21
https://www.jstor.org/stable/26269417?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents
http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol18/iss4/art48/#empiricalapp14
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https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/chapter/glossary/
https://unfccc.int/topics/adaptation-and-resilience/the-big-picture/what-do-adaptation-to-climate-change-and-climate-resilience-mean
https://www.un.org/esa/desa/papers/2017/wp152_2017.pdf
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/229561547_Conceptual_history_of_adaptation_in_the_UNFCCC_process
https://www.jstor.org/stable/26269417?seq=1#metadata_info_tab_contents


The Anthropocene is an unofficial term referring to the

present time interval in Earth’s history. In this epoch, the

collective activities of human beings are the dominant

force affecting the environment and climate, rather than

natural forces.  

ANTHROPOCENE

A



Relevance

This geological method of categorising time intervals of

Earth’s history sees a shift from environmental or natural

factors being the key driver of environmental change, to

human beings and the emissions caused by them.

Popularised by Dutch atmospheric chemist, Paul Crutzen

the term is widely used in environment and climate

science because human activities have caused mass

extinctions of several species and polluted the

atmosphere, among other environmental impacts. An

understanding of where the responsibility for

accelerating climate change lies is essential in

acknowledging and addressing accountability to

propose equitable solutions.

Praxis

In practice, an important idea associated with the

Anthropocene is the concept of just transitions. Since

human activity has caused large scale emissions, humans

have an equal responsibility to transition away from

systems that cause planetary harm. However, humans

also have an equal responsibility to ensure that such a

transition does not disadvantage some sections of the

population. When transitions take place, such as from a

fossil-fuel based economy to a green economy, the

people most affected by it should be treated justly. This

would mean providing transitional support to

communities dependent on traditional sources of energy

like coal. 
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Future Earth Smithsonian
Magazine

https://futureearth.org/2017/07/21/what-does-the-anthropocene-mean-for-environmental-justice-2/
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/what-is-the-anthropocene-and-are-we-in-it-164801414/
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse


Adivasi rights include the ability of tribal communities to

maintain and protect their connection with their land

and livelihoods. This symbiotic relationship is under

threat due to developmental activities, primarily through

deforestation, mining for minerals and natural resource

extraction.

ADIVASI RIGHTS

A



Relevance

The Fifth schedule of the Indian Constitution provides

protection to communities from non-tribal populations,

with regards to their land and natural resources. The

Forest Rights Act in 2006 was also enacted to address

historic injustices to tribal communities. 

  

This has become a central issue in thinking about climate

justice because it raises questions not just about

indigenous people’s rights to safeguard their traditions

and resources, but also about the need to distribute

resources in a fair and consensual manner. 

Praxis

In the early 2000s, the Dongria Kondh Tribe in Niyamgiri

Hills, Odisha, led a grassroots movement against

Vedanta, a mining corporation that wanted to mine

bauxite in their forests. The tribe not only consider the

forests to be of mystical value, but also their primary

source of sustenance. The Government of India

scrapped the clearance given to the corporation after

the case went to the Supreme Court. 
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Ministry of Tribal
Affairs, Govt of

India

Indian Forest
Rights Act, 2006

Indian Kanoon The Hindu The Wire

https://tribal.nic.in/fra.aspx
https://www.fra.org.in/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/109648742/
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://science.thewire.in/environment/adivasi-struggle-environmental-justice-consent-principle-economic-development/
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/adivasi-rights-in-the-constitution-and-their-traditional-lands/article7457164.ece


Biodiversity refers to the diversity of species, including

plants, animals, and microorganisms, on our planet. This

diversity plays a key role in the generation of ecological

services necessary to sustain human life, like provision of

water resources, soil formation, climate stability,

pollution control, nutrient storage and more. 

BIODIVERSITY 

B



Relevance

Preservation of biodiversity has strong linkages to

sustainable development and social justice; the loss of

biodiversity disproportionately affects poorer countries

and populations who rely heavily on natural resources for

sustenance. For instance, ecosystem services account

for 47% of the GDP of the poor in India, which means

that nearly half of the country’s poor are dependent on

ecosystems for their resources.

Praxis

Recognising the social justice angle of biodiversity loss

and the concomitant need to provide a voice to locals

whose lives are affected by such loss, target 11 of the

Strategic Plan for Biodiversity 2011-2020 under the

United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity (UN

CBD) calls for conservation investments to be managed

equitably. Based on the rationale that effectively

managed protected areas safeguard habitats and

species, the plan aims to enable participation at all

levels and develop aligned national and regional

targets. This plan serves as a framework for the coherent

and effective implementation of the objectives of the

CBD, as well as for the entire UN ecosystem and its

partners engaged in biodiversity management and

development.  
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Institute for
Biodiversity

Nature International Institute for
Environment and Development

https://biodiv.de/en/biodiversitaet-infos/standardlayout.html
https://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/biodiversity-and-ecosystem-services-is-it-the-96677163/#:~:text=Summary,of%20increasing%20interest%20and%20research.&text=However%2C%20some%20evidence%20suggests%20that,is%20important%20in%20certain%20soils
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://www.iied.org/theres-justice-battle-for-biodiversity


A carbon budget refers to a scientifically determined

quota of or limit to the amount of carbon dioxide

emissions that can be emitted by humans, in order to

remain below a specified global average rise in 

 temperature and avoid the worst impacts of climate

change.  

CARBON BUDGET  

C



Relevance

An equitable division of the carbon budget amongst

countries, which takes into consideration development

needs, prior emissions, resources and technological

capabilities, is central to just climate solutions.  

Praxis

As per the IPCC’s 2018 Special Report, in order to meet

the 1.5-degree target threshold, humans cannot

cumulatively emit more than 420 gigatonnes of carbon

dioxide going forward from end-2017. As a reference

point, global emissions were 43 gigatonnes in 2019

alone. The Mercator Research Institute on Global

Commons and Climate Change displays a live clock

which shows in real time, the time left for the world to

meet the carbon budget.  
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https://www.mcc-berlin.net/en/research/co2-budget.html
https://www.mcc-berlin.net/en/research/co2-budget.html
https://www.carbonbrief.org/analysis-how-much-carbon-budget-is-left-to-limit-global-warming-to-1-5c
https://portals.iucn.org/library/sites/library/files/documents/EPLP-086.pdf
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/nationally-determined-contributions-ndcs/nationally-determined-contributions-ndcs
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://www.statista.com/statistics/276629/global-co2-emissions/


CBDR-RC refers to a principle in international climate

law and negotiations that acknowledges the differing

responsibilities and capabilities of individual countries in

addressing climate change. The principle was formalised

at the 1992 UN Conference on Environment and

Development in Rio de Janeiro.

COMMON BUT DIFFERENTIATED
RESPONSIBILITIES AND RESPECTIVE

CAPABILITIES (CBDR-RC) 

C



Relevance

CBDR-RC is directly relevant to climate justice and at

least theoretically takes into account matters of equity

like economic circumstance, historical contributions

towards emissions, etc. in addressing mitigation and

adaptation pathways. This is the reason India has

continued to be a strong advocate of the principle and 

 has insisted on it in international climate negotiations. 

 

Praxis

In cumulative emissions calculated from 1751 to 2017, the

United States accounted for over 25% of carbon dioxide

emissions, the European Union for around 22% and

Africa and South America for only 3% each. Meanwhile,

India accounted for 3.03% of cumulative emissions in this

period. Consequently, there are two major groups based

on differing commitments as per the aforementioned

principle under the UNFCCC. The Annex Parties are

developed countries, which have the highest emissions

reduction targets and an obligation under the

Convention to help developing countries with financial

and technological resources to reduce GHG emissions.

The Non-Annex parties are developing countries, which

are not required to reduce emissions unless developed

countries supply relevant technology and/or funding.

 

https://www.ifri.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/av79_indias_approach_to_climate_negotiations_l._powell_0.pdf
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Oxford Reference 

French Institute of
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Our World in Data

https://www.britannica.com/topic/common-but-differentiated-responsibilities
https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/oi/authority.20110803095414854
https://www.ifri.org/sites/default/files/atoms/files/av79_indias_approach_to_climate_negotiations_l._powell_0.pdf
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://ourworldindata.org/contributed-most-global-co2


A circular economy refers to an economic model which

reduces the extractive strain on the Earth’s natural

resources through recycling, reducing waste and

remanufacturing. Adopting these measures can

contribute to decarbonising and dematerialising the

economy only if they replace the extractive source

material needed to manufacture a certain product - as

opposed to simply adding more production to the supply. 

CIRCULAR ECONOMY 

C



Relevance

This concept is a step toward correcting the

environmental injustices of the current economic system

of production, which would also dismantle the unjust

support structures around it. For example, pollution

concentration and environmental degradation in low-

income neighbourhoods from the manufacturing units

located there, or high levels of non-reusable

consumption in richer countries followed by waste

dumping in poorer countries.

 

Praxis

In India’s case, it is important to move from a linear

economy to a circular economy as the country's

manufacturing ambitions increase alongside its per

capita consumption. There are already Indian regulatory

approaches in place that can provide a framework for

this transition, such as the Plastic Waste Management

Rules, e-Waste Management Rules, Construction and

Demolition Waste Management Rules, the Metals

Recycling Policy - but by most accounts, the extent of

their successful implementation varies. For example, in

2019, a spot check of the 178 registered e-waste

recyclers accredited by state governments to process e-

waste found many of them only dismantling, and not

processing e-waste because of a lack of recycling

capacity.  
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Down to Earth The Hindu

The Lowy Institute Circular Conversations

https://www.downtoearth.org.in/blog/waste/recycling-of-e-waste-in-india-and-its-potential-64034
https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/recyclers-storing-e-waste-hazardously-govt-report/article25051554.ece
https://www.lowyinstitute.org/the-interpreter/trash-talk-philippines-reveals-waste-trails-southeast-asia
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
https://www.circularconversations.com/research-series-young-researchers/the-circular-economy-transformative-vision-or-oxymoronic-illusion


Co-benefits is a policy tool to meet multiple goals

through a single measure. For instance, Country X

promotes renewable energy policies to make itself less

dependent on energy imports, which has the added

benefit of reducing its carbon emissions. This method is

widely used in climate policy, particularly by developing

countries, who see it as a viable way to align their

national development targets with climate action. 

CO-BENEFITS (APPROACH)

C



Relevance

There can no longer be a type of ‘development’ that

does not keep the climate change context in mind. All

the traditional economic markers of becoming a

‘developed’ country such as industrialisation,

urbanisation, increased life expectancies and greater

resource consumption, cannot happen as they did in the

past - through emissions-heavy methods. Development

will need to be reimagined and co-benefits is a way of

reconciling the two, so that development happens on

more environmentally just terms and conditions. Using

this method has also allowed developing countries to

sign on to international mitigation efforts, rather than

seeing the climate crisis mostly as a problem caused by

industrialised countries and a geopolitical threat to their

own development. 

 

Praxis

India’s NAPCC document is an example of a co-benefits

approach to climate policymaking. It has 8 national

‘missions’ aimed at integrating mitigation and

adaptation aspects of climate change into national

policies across a range of sectors. The Solar Mission

when announced in 2010, aimed at producing 20,000

MW of solar power by 2022 to meet India’s growing

energy needs. 
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https://www.cobenefit.org/cop18/pdf/IGES/ACP%20Factsheet%20No.1_What%20are%20co-benefits.pdf
https://sciencepolicy.colorado.edu/students/envs-geog_3022/mayrhofer_2016.pdf
https://depts.washington.edu/oldenlab/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/JEnvPlanMan_2017.pdf
https://blog.ucsusa.org/pablo-ortiz/the-world-is-in-a-water-crisis-and-climate-change-is-making-it-worse
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Deforestation refers to the clearing of forests by humans,

by cutting down or burning trees, in order to use forest

land for non-forest uses.

DEFORESTATION

D



Relevance

A major justice concern is that local communities,

particularly in developing countries, have little or no say

in decisions regarding deforestation and diversion of

forest resources. Not only do such activities reduce the

ability of the local atmosphere to withstand climate

change, but they can also rob local communities of

livelihood options and ecological services.  

 

Praxis

The NAPCC 2014 had Green India as one of its 8

missions which aimed to respond to climate change by

combining adaptation and mitigation which would help

enhance carbon sinks, and aid in adaptation of

vulnerable ecosystems and forest dependent

communities to the changing climate. However, despite

having mechanisms for community involvement, the

mission has been criticised as the government, via the

Forest Department, controls a large part of the system.
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https://www.grow-trees.com/JFMC-EDC.php


This term refers to the forced movement of people who

are exposed to climate change-induced environmental

degradation or extreme weather events that make the

places they live in uninhabitable. 

DISPLACEMENT (CLIMATE)  

D



Relevance

Climate displacement typically affects vulnerable

populations to a greater degree, given their limited

options for alternate livelihoods once displaced and

greater dependence on government welfare schemes to

address the crisis. From a climate justice perspective, it

is important for policy planners to take this into account,

and take steps that would reduce the likelihood of

forced climate migration. 

 

Praxis

Climate displacements can be temporary or permanent.

A recent instance is Cyclone Amphan (May 2020), where

the Bangladeshi and Indian governments had to

evacuate around 3 million people before it made

landfall. Another instance is the 2011 drought in East

Africa, which displaced tens of thousands into more

prosperous neighbouring states that had better drought

management services. 
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Originating in human rights law, this term is used in the

climate discourse to refer to states and businesses who

bear a responsibility to take proactive steps towards

mitigating climate change. 

DUTY BEARERS

D



Relevance

The recognition of states and businesses as duty bearers

is of importance from a human rights perspective

because they have the capacity to affect and tackle

systemic challenges to the climate. This could be in

terms of instituting policies or enhancing the capacities

of others to meet commitments towards protecting the

environment. 

  

As duty bearers, states and corporations also have to

look beyond their borders and aid those most vulnerable

to and affected by climate change, and their most

vulnerable populations. 

 

Praxis

The Paris Agreement is designed around NDCs, which

require each state party to determine, maintain, and

revisit the climate action contributions that they intend

to achieve. Doing this places a responsibility on states to

take proactive measures to protect the environment. 
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Climate change leads to an increase in the frequency

and/or intensity of unusual, severe weather events like

cyclones, droughts, floods, unseasonal rainfall, and

heatwaves. While scientific studies are yet to determine

how much of this is attributable to natural variability and

how much to anthropogenic forces, there is strong

scientific consensus that human-caused GHG emissions

exacerbate these events. 

EXTREME WEATHER EVENTS 

E



Relevance

More than 75% of India’s districts and half of India’s

population are vulnerable to extreme climate events.

While the country as a whole is vulnerable to this risk,

sub-categories within India face a harsher prospective

reality. Some examples are the eastern coastline, flood-

prone areas, and the agricultural sector in the face of

droughts. Accounting for these varying categories of risk

is important to any climate adjustment approach.  

 

Praxis

A study of cyclones from 1970 to date shows that

cyclonic frequency and intensity, as well as the number

of Indian districts affected by cyclones, have been

increasing since 2005. In 2020, India experienced a

total of 5 major cyclones - Nivar, Gati, Amphan, Nisarga

and Burevi. 
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Provisioning services

Regulating services

Cultural services

Supporting services

Ecological services refer to the benefits that human

beings obtain from the environment and ecology. As per

the UN’s Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, these are

broadly of four types: 

ECOLOGICAL SERVICES 

E



Provisioning services: include products obtained from

the environment such as fresh water, food etc.  

Regulating services: include the natural regulation of

ecological processes such as climate, water and

some human diseases.

Cultural services: include the incorporeal benefits

that humans obtain from the environment such as

spiritual enrichment, recreation, relaxation,

aesthetics etc. 

Supporting services: include environment processes

which are necessary for production of all other

ecological services such as soil formation, water

cycling and production of oxygen, to name a few.  

 

 

Relevance

Access to ecological services is increasingly under threat

with a changing climate affecting the cycle of

production. These services are especially crucial to

populations more dependent on natural ecological

services, and therefore a just distribution, use and

rationing are important to considerations of climate

justice. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Praxis

There are three critical concerns for the regulation of

ecosystem services from an equity perspective:

equitable distribution, recognition of rights for all, and

an accessible and simple procedure for participation.

For instance, the CBD's Aichi Target 11, relating to the

conservation of ecosystems and the equitable

management of protected areas, covers all three

aspects through participation of indigenous peoples and

local communities. This is to ensure that costs and

benefits are equitably shared. 
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Emissions trading is a policy instrument wherein a limit is

set on the total number of allowed emissions in a given

period. These are then transacted as credits in a market-

based system via trading between high and low-cost

emitters, thus in effect determining the market cost of a

emissions permit. 

EMISSIONS TRADING 

E



Relevance

Emissions trading, if not conducted equitably through

adequate legal and policy mechanisms, has the

potential to leave vulnerable communities bearing the

brunt of emissions by large emitters. This is because

richer countries often outsource their manufacturing to

developing countries, so that the emissions generated

are not included in their own budget. Additionally, since

where emissions are generated does not matter to

planetary health, effective policy in this regard must

have global scope. 

 

Praxis

At the COP25 in December 2019, Article 6 of the Paris

Agreement, which deals with carbon trading, continued

to remain a contentious point. No consensus on an

equitable carbon trading regime emerged because of

major corporations’ market interests and the need to

maintain continued economic growth for large

economies. This continues to be a significant threat to

climate justice, as powerful countries with advanced

economies and technical skills are able to engage with

carbon markets in ways that are beneficial to them and

unjust to developing countries. One instance of this is

land grabbing in developing countries, where vast

swathes of lands are acquired for forest plantations by

developed countries as a means to offset emissions

elsewhere in the world. There is increasing evidence that

this severely impacts local communities and ecology

since they are often barred from accessing these

resource rich areas.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/earth-insight/2014/jul/03/world-bank-un-redd-genocide-land-carbon-grab-sengwer-kenya
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Environmental colonialism can be understood as the

methods and practices adopted by colonial regimes,

which affect the lives and capacities of indigenous

people to practice an independent life. This also

includes practices by states and corporations that do

not account for the knowledge and life systems of

indigenous communities when planning their extraction

work. 

ENVIRONMENTAL COLONIALISM 

E



Relevance

The methods of colonialism continue either through

unplanned development, where there is a lack of proper

permissions, participation and consent in the planning

process; or where developed countries exploit

developing countries through practices such as resource

extraction or outsourced waste management.   

 

Praxis

The ancient aboriginal Juukan Gorge caves of Western

Australia were destroyed by mining giant Rio Tinto as

part of an iron ore exploration project in 2020. After an

outcry and parliamentary inquiry, they were ordered to

rebuild the caves.
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Feedback loops are a series of responses in nature that

serve to either accelerate (positive feedback) or slow

down (negative feedback) the Earth’s warming. An

example of a positive feedback loop is forest dieback

triggered by deforestation. Deforestation leads to

reduced transpiration, which can affect local rainfall

patterns and cause drought. In turn, drought can cause

more trees to die, further reducing transpiration. Albedo

(the reflectivity of the Earth) is another one, where

melting sea ice increases the area of ocean, changing

the colour of the area from white to navy blue. As darker

colours absorb rather than reflect the sun’s rays, this

FEEDBACK LOOPS 

F



warms the water and causes the ice to melt even further,

thereby amplifying the greenhouse effect. 

Relevance

Without the regulating action of a negative feedback

loop, a positive loop can eventually spiral out of control,

creating permanent changes in the climate system. This

is called a ‘tipping point’. At this point, life on Earth

changes drastically, which will lead to even greater

challenges for securing the rights of all living being on

Earth.  

Praxis

Tropical rainforests account for around 20% of the

world’s total terrestrial carbon sink, half of which is the

Amazon rainforest. As of 2019, an estimated 17% of the

Amazon’s forest cover has been cut or burned to clear

land for agriculture and industry. A recent study of this

region has shown that up to one-fifth of the Amazon

rainforest is emitting more carbon dioxide than it

absorbs, suggesting that parts of the rainforest have

already turned into a carbon source. 
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This refers to the total amount of carbon dioxide

generated by a person or organisation’s activities.

Carbon footprints can also be negative or neutral: when

consumption (of anything: electricity, food, goods) does

not add emissions, or removes the carbon emissions it

has put into the atmosphere, respectively.  

FOOTPRINT (CARBON)

F



Relevance

The atmosphere is global commons, which means that

carbon emissions in one part of the world have an

impact on other parts too. Seen in this way, each

individual has a civic duty to hold themselves

accountable for their carbon emissions, especially since

impacts are felt disproportionately by different segments

of the population. 

Praxis

The UNFCCC has an online calculator for individuals who

would like to measure their carbon footprint. The

calculator takes into account parameters such as energy

use, travel, eating, consumption habits, etc. and can be

found here.
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Food security is the capacity of people to meet the food

requirements and dietary needs necessary for a healthy

life. The IPCC, in their report on Food Security and

Climate Change, speaks to the impacts of climate

change on access to food in terms of affordability,

availability, nutritional value, and the stability of food

production. 

FOOD SECURITY

F



Relevance

Climate change can impede how crops are grown,

livestock sustained, forests regenerated, as well as

goods stored and transported. Countries with high levels

of hunger and malnutrition will be more severely

affected by rising food insecurity. 

Praxis

According to the IPCC, food insecurity can be caused by

droughts and other weather extremes, which impact

crop yields as well as food quality. In India, the National

Food Security Act of 2013 ensures provisions for

adequate quantities of affordable food for populations 

 to lead a life of dignity. In light of changing climatic

conditions, India sponsored and won the unanimous

support of all UN member countries for a UNGA

resolution declaring the year 2023 as the Year of Millets.

Millets are a highly nutritious and resilient crop, which

can grow under changing climatic conditions.  
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Made out of snow accumulating over several decades,

glaciers are large thickened masses of ice. Rising

temperatures cause glaciers to melt faster over time,

causing more water to flow to the seas and expanding

ocean volume.

GLACIERS

G



Relevance

The melting of glaciers plays a key role in raising sea

levels and puts vulnerable communities, island nations

and coastal communities at risk. As per the IPCC, glacial

melt has resulted in an increase in average global sea

levels by 10-20 mm in the last century. Glacial melt also

leads to floods, endangering mountain communities, and

alters downstream water availability. 

Praxis

The primary issue in a leading 2015 climate litigation

(ongoing as of 2021) is whether an energy company can

be held liable for the melting of glaciers. In Germany,

Saul Lliuya, a Peruvian mountain guide, has sued German

energy company RWE over the risk of flooding to his

hometown of Huarez, which is close to a lake that is

expanding because of glacier melt. The case has been

admitted but evidence on the matter is yet to be heard.  
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GHGs trap heat in the atmosphere. The greenhouse

effect in itself is natural and necessary, since the

trapping of heat enables the sustenance of life on Earth.

However, GHGs comprise of natural gases such as water

vapour, carbon dioxide, methane etc. as well as man-

made ones such as hydrofluorocarbons. Excessive

anthropogenic emissions push GHGs into overdrive,

making them the key drivers of global warming and

climate change. Between 1750 [the start of the industrial

revolution] and 2011, the concentrations of nitrous oxide,

carbon dioxide and methane increased by 20, 40, and

150% respectively. Man-made fluorinated gases like 

G

GREENHOUSE GASES (GHGs)
 



CFCs started being added to the atmosphere from

around the 1920s. 

Relevance

Understanding the science behind GHG emissions and

their effective measurement is important for attribution

since it helps evaluate the share of carbon emissions by

states and companies, which in turn can then be

regulated. 

 

Praxis

Levels of GHG emissions have been used in climate

litigation cases such as Urgenda to set emissions targets

for governments. In the Urgenda case, the Court’s

decision to mandate that the Netherlands needed to

reduce its emissions by a minimum of 25% before 2020

compared to 1990 levels, resulted in the Dutch

Government’s pledge to reduce capacity of its coal

power stations by 75% and execute a package of 3

billion euros to reduce Dutch emissions by 2020.
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Global warming refers to the phenomenon of a long-

term increase in the temperature of the Earth’s climate

system on account of increased levels of carbon dioxide

and other greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. The

gases cause a greenhouse effect by trapping heat from

the sun. 

GLOBAL WARMING

G



Relevance

This term is important from an equity perspective

because it relates to how industrialised countries have

contributed the majority of carbon emissions in our

atmosphere today, which has resulted in the present

climate crisis. Recognising this historical burden has also

led to principles such as CBDR-RC which acknowledge

both historic responsibility as well as current capacities

of nations to address global warming. 

Praxis

In 2020, Australia witnessed devastating wildfires due to

high temperatures, dryness and winds that caused the

destruction of vast swathes of land, almost 450 deaths

due to smoke, over 3000 hospital admissions, and the

death of over a billion animals. 
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Green gentrification refers to a phenomenon wherein

plans and interventions by cities in the name of

“greening” often end up making already vulnerable

sections of society more prone to marginalisation,

through evictions or higher rentals, thus decreasing their

chances of a decent standard of living. 

GREEN GENTRIFICATION 

G



Relevance

Vulnerable communities in cities are at higher risk of

residential and social displacement to make way for

expanding “green” space such as trees, parks,

woodlands etc. This creates a risk of increasing socio-

economic inequalities in the city.

 

Praxis

In India, informal settlements such as slums are often

targeted in the garb of greening or making the city

cleaner. Not only is this approach embedded in many

state policies, but has also been reinforced by the

judiciary in cases such as Almitra Patel case where the

court observed slums as a site of disproportionate

garbage generation and accumulation. 
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This refers to the measures taken and/or envisaged by

human beings to combat climate change. These include

international multilateral treaties such as the UNFCCC

and its related agreements on emissions targets,

technology solutions, methods of mitigation and

pathways for adaptation.  

HUMAN RESPONSES TO CLIMATE
CHANGE

H



Relevance

 

The choice of responses that human beings make to

address climate change are relevant to climate justice

because they have a direct bearing on considerations of

equal rights. For instance, government policy measures

which try to reduce per capita emissions should bear the

costs of the same for the poor. An example would be the

electrification of transport, which can potentially drive

up travel costs for the average person without them

necessarily having the resources to bear the increased

costs. In such a situation, government subsidies on public

transport would be necessary to ensure a just response.  

 

Praxis

 

Sources
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Climate Change
Journal

Diversity and Distributions
Journal

 

An interesting example from a study in South Africa

shows that human responses in the face of climate

change could often have secondary or indirect impacts.

For instance, if extreme climates cause displacement

and migration, this could have repercussions both for the

displaced population as well as the displaced

occupations of that population. As per this study, an

eastward shift of wheat production regions could

increase the demand for wheat in regions that are

designated for species conservation; thus, reinforcing

adverse anthropogenic impacts on the environment.  
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Human rights are inalienable rights that everyone has by

virtue of being human. These are universal rights that are

not granted by states but are inherent in human beings,

and they are interdependent and indivisible such that

one right requires the other in order for them to be fully

enjoyed. Human rights are operationalised through

domestic legislations, constitutional frameworks and

international agreements. 

HUMAN RIGHTS

H



Relevance

Climate change has the potential to affect human rights

particularly when it can materially change the right to

life, food and health, which will be affected on account

of pollution, sea level rise or extreme weather events

such as floods or heatwaves. 

 

Praxis

In 2019, the Supreme Court of the Netherlands, in the

Urgenda case, ordered the government to do more to

cut its emissions in order to be able to safeguard its

citizens’ human rights. It is seen as a landmark ruling

confirming the implications on human rights due to the

climate emergency, by linking it to articles 2 and 8 of the

European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) on life

and wellbeing. 
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The principle of intergenerational equity, used in

environmental law, says that every generation is a

caretaker of the planet for the one that will succeed

them, and so must use and govern the resources of the

planet accordingly.

INTERGENERATIONAL EQUITY

I



Relevance

The adverse effects of current GHG emissions will be

experienced by future generations, which makes the

concept of intergenerational equity directly relevant to

the conversation of rights and climate justice.

 

Praxis

In 2015, 21 young Americans filed a climate lawsuit

against the United States government [Juliana vs. United

States] asserting that their government’s climate

change-causing actions had violated the youngest

generation’s constitutional rights to life. While a district

court in 2016 declined to dismiss the case and observed

that a clean environment was a fundamental right, a US

appeals court in 2020 came to the conclusion that the

matter was not justiciable before the courts and that the

plaintiffs lacked legal standing to sue. As of today, the

complainants are planning to take their case to the US

Supreme Court and have also asked President Biden’s

Department of Justice to discuss settlement options

protecting their fundamental rights.  
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The IPCC is an independent, intergovernmental panel on

climate change established by the United Nations in

1988. It produces assessment reports on the state of the

climate, from a scientific perspective. These are

considered to be the most comprehensive and reliable

assessments of climate change by the scientific

community. 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL PANEL ON
CLIMATE CHANGE (IPCC) 

I



Relevance

The IPCC reports assemble research and findings which

act as the scientific basis on which international

negotiations to tackle climate change take place. These

reports also put forward adaptation and mitigation

options to tackle the climate crisis, and as such, are

relevant to conversations on climate justice. 

Praxis

The Sixth Assessment Report on the state of the climate

is due to be completed by 2022. The landmark IPCC

Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5 °C can be read

here.  

 

Sources
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As climate change alters aspects of the environment like

temperature and rainfall, it has an impact on species’

survival in their habitats. Stressed ecosystems increase

the chances of alien species becoming established,

threatening biodiversity and affecting agricultural

cropping patterns.  

INVASIVE SPECIES

I



Relevance

It is a form of environmental injustice that forces the

environment to adapt to negative stressors. Further, the

threat of invasion by alien species has major

ramifications for food security as well as on farmer

livelihoods, who often lack the capacity to manage

biological invasions of this sort.  

 

Praxis

Lantana camara ranks among the world’s worst invasive

alien species, with around 650 varieties in over 60

countries. In India, the Lantana shrub has invaded more

than 40% of the country’s tiger habitats. India classifies

it as a species of High Concern as it competes with

native plants (including vegetation) for space and

resources, alters the nutrient cycle of the soil and

changes local biodiversity, thereby affecting ecological

services provided. Forest degradation and deforestation

have been identified as major drivers of the lantana’s

spread.  
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Bringing justice into climate discourse frames the issue

of climate change as more than just an environmental

threat, becoming one that has ethical, social and

political implications. It places human welfare and the

lives of people and communities at the core of climate

issues.

JUSTICE (CLIMATE) 

J



Relevance

A justice lens provides a framework for articulating

equity concerns, whether in terms of knowledge,

capacity, resources or infrastructure, to help

communities engage with and counter the effects of

climate change. 

 

Praxis

The 2002 Bali Principles on Climate Justice brought

together a coalition of people’s movements designed to

embed a human angle to climate change. The focus was

to move discussions on climate change from being

largely technical to considering the impacts it has on the

lives of people as well. 
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The Kyoto Protocol, adopted in 1997, is an international

treaty that was designed to commit states to reduce

their greenhouse gas emissions. It aimed to implement

the objective of the UNFCCC to reduce global warming,

through a reduction in GHGs based on agreed upon

individual targets. 

KYOTO PROTOCOL 
 

K



Relevance

The Kyoto Protocol operationalised the idea of common

but differentiated responsibilities, which acknowledged

the historical contributions and responsibilities of

nations, in terms of greenhouse emissions. 

 

Praxis

The Kyoto Protocol classified countries into those with

binding obligations and others with non-binding

obligations. This differential approach was made to

account for historic contributions to environmental

degradation, but arguably resulted in the lack of success

of the protocol. The United States, for instance, never

ratified the agreement. The successor to the Kyoto

Protocol, the Paris Agreement, has tried to fix this

through a Nationally Determined Contributions-model:

asking all countries to set emissions reductions targets,

but leaving it to their prerogative.   
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India has several laws that govern the environment.

These include general legislations like the Environment

Protection Act 1986 which was implemented to protect

and improve the environment, and the National Green

Tribunal Act 2010, which enables the creation of special

dispute resolution bodies for the disposal of cases

related to the environment, conservation of forests and

other natural resources. In addition to this, there are

legislations that specifically deal with matters related to

air and water pollution, waste management and wildlife

protection.

LAWS (ENVIRONMENT) 

L



Relevance

The articulation of environmental rights into legislations

assumes importance from a justice standpoint because

they provide the regulatory framework within which

measures to protect the environment can be formulated,

and where excesses in terms of exploitative, extractive,

or polluting projects can be challenged. 

 

Praxis

The Supreme Court of India interpreted for the first time

in Rural Litigation and Entitlement Kendra v State of

Uttar Pradesh 1985, that the right to a healthy

environment was considered a part of the right to life in

Article 21 of the Indian Constitution. Another leading

case, MC Mehta v Union of India 1986, led to the

evolution of the principle of absolute liability for

environmental mishaps in India. 
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Climate litigation refers to legal actions increasingly

being used to push forward climate mitigation and

adaptation efforts, by bringing them before courts and

other judicial bodies. In many of these cases, suing

governments and corporations is being used as a

strategy to demand accountability from them. 

LITIGATION (CLIMATE)

L



Relevance

In a recent UNEP study, trends in climate litigation have

included articulating violations in terms of constitutional

and human rights, thereby expanding the ways in which

climate wrongs are conceived. In speaking about rights,

these cases are also addressing corporate

misinformation on their environmental impact, corporate

liability for climate harms and enforcement of climate-

related laws and policies. 

 

Praxis

According to UNEP research, there were over 1550

climate litigation cases filed in 28 countries in 2020 - a

rise from 884 cases filed in 24 countries in 2017. 
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The world’s population is expected to grow by 3 billion

by the year 2050, which will result in greater demand for

food, consumer goods, housing, travel and other items of

material progress. But given the warning climatic signs

we are witnessing today, current lifestyle choices and

aspirations no longer seem sustainable. 

LIFESTYLE PATTERNS 
& ASPIRATIONS 

L



Relevance

The Global North’s industrial phase set the standard for

consumer aspirations, which developing countries

emulated and set up production industries accordingly.

To disengage from these wheels of production will be

unwieldy, but the opportunity lies in our transition status

- which can still be re-oriented to generate wealth from

renewable, regenerative industries. Climate justice

conversations also recognise the systemic injustice in

perpetuating the extractive, linear capitalist

development model. 

 

Praxis

With around 18 lakh people in the city of Delhi opting to

use its Metro Rail - who would have otherwise travelled

by cars, buses or two/three wheelers - their choices help

to reduce pollution levels in the city by 6.3 lakh tons

every year.
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This refers to a method of accounting for an

organisation’s carbon emissions from its inception. When

organisations use this term, it is usually to announce

action to erase their carbon footprint by investing in high

quality carbon offsets. 

LEGACY (CARBON)
 

L



Relevance

Taking a longer view of climate social responsibility that

includes one’s past emissions allows for more meaningful

action and also enables younger generations to have a

just climate future. 

 

Praxis

In September 2020, Google announced that it had

eliminated its entire carbon legacy of two decades, also

stating that it was the first major company to do so.

Microsoft has pledged to undo its carbon legacy by

2050.  
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Mitigation refers to actions that slow down the pace of

climate change and its resultant adverse impacts. The

primary mitigation pathways are through a

reduction/prevention of human emissions of GHG gases

(e.g., renewable energy) and through storage of carbon,

either naturally (e.g., reforestation) or artificially (e.g.,

direct air capture).

MITIGATION 

M



Relevance

Mitigation responses are relevant to climate justice

because although seemingly equal, they are not always

equitable. For instance, consider people living in a

developed country who might easily be able to switch to

a renewable form of energy because (a) they can afford

it, (b) it is likelier that their governments have the

technology to make an efficient energy transition. In

contrast, people living in a developing country might still

rely on traditional but polluting forms of energy like coal

because (a) it is cheaper, (b) their country may not yet

have the technology to make an efficient energy switch,

(c) their energy needs as a population might be different

given the fact that they are yet to reach an adequate

minimum standard of living, which people in developed

countries may take for granted. 

 

Praxis

An interesting way to understand just climate mitigation

policies is through the concept of just transitions. An

example in practice is the European Commission’s

agreement on a just transitions fund, which is also a key

part of the European Green Deal. Its purpose is to

mitigate the economic and social costs that would occur

while transitioning from a carbon to a green economy.

They do this by investing in infrastructure and social

capital, amongst other things. 
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The livestock sector (cattle, buffalo, sheep and goats)

contributes about 14.5% of all anthropogenic emissions.

This comes from their feed production, land use change

for pasture, manure excreted and the methane released

through belching. As populations and standards of living

increase, there is an increased demand for livestock

products. Mitigation strategies are needed to reduce

emissions from this sector while ensuring a sufficient

supply of food for a growing world population. A special

report by the IPCC in 2019 included a policy

recommendation to reduce meat consumption.

MEAT CONSUMPTION

M

https://www.ipcc.ch/srccl/


Relevance

The livestock sector is an important source of livelihoods

in developing countries. The UN estimates its economic

role to positively affect 60% of rural households in

developing countries, while also contributing to the

livelihoods of around 1.7 billion poor people. Therefore,

solutions to this problem will have to account for the

livestock sector’s contributions to economic activity,

livelihoods, and also nutrition - as dairy has historically

been an important source of essential nutrients and

protein in India and other parts of the developing world.

 

Praxis

There are several strategies to deal with methane

emissions that come from the livestock sector. One

example is a program by the Indian National Dairy

Development Board that makes changes to bovine diets

to boost milk production and simultaneously cut down

the methane they produce by 12-15%. Another solution to

deal with atmospheric methane (which in India mainly

comes from ruminant animals, waste, rice paddy and

coal) that recently got a mention in India’s 2021 Budget

is the “hydrogen fuel economy”. Technological advances

now make it possible to ‘crack’ methane into gaseous

hydrogen for fuel. Methane can be sequestered from the

atmosphere for this purpose. 
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These are natural, finite natural resources like coal, oil

and natural gas, which are used to power our energy

needs. Burning these fossil fuels is the biggest

contributor to greenhouse gas emissions in our world

today.  

 NON-RENEWABLE  

N



Relevance

Sustainable energy transitions are key to achieving

climate justice for all. Future energy systems will depend

more strongly on renewable energy sources, like solar

energy or wind. The faster the transition can take place,

the better the odds of saving lives, livelihoods and lands

from some of the worst impacts of climate change. 

Praxis

India’s brainchild, the International Solar Alliance (ISA), is

an intergovernmental treaty alliance that has over 121

member countries, most of which are located in the

tropics and thus geographically suited to use maximum

energy from the sun. The ISA aims to bring together

countries to solve problems that prevent the large-scale

deployment of solar energy in these optimally-placed

countries, namely, technology, finance and capacity. For

its part, India has pledged a target of installing 100 GW

of solar energy by 2022 and a 33-35% reduction in

emissions intensity by 2030. 
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Ocean acidification refers to increasing levels of

carbonic acid [dissolved carbon dioxide] in the world’s

oceans due to anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions.

Oceans absorb about 25% of the world’s carbon dioxide

annually and are also a major source of oxygen, which is

produced by phytoplankton (photosynthetic

microorganisms that grow in oceans). However, as the

ocean absorbs more carbon dioxide, it becomes

increasingly acidic, upsetting the delicate pH balance

that millions of organisms rely on for their habitat and

survival. 

OCEAN ACIDIFICATION 

O



Relevance

As ocean acidification increases, marine species like

coral, which use calcium carbonate to build their shells

and skeletons, start becoming weak. Coral reefs may

disappear, and this has cascading effects on marine

organisms that rely on them for their habitats. Human

activities like overfishing compound the problem, as fish

and marine life like reefs are symbiotic, thus causing

damage on both ends. 

A 2014 study found that the disappearance of coral

reefs affects interactions between organisms, leading to

a reduction in the abundance of fish. This threatens the

food security and livelihoods of millions of people living

in coastal tropical regions.  

 

Praxis

Pacific Islands such as Fiji, Palau and Kiribati have

expanded marine protected areas to tackle this issue,

where it is prohibited to conduct commercial activity,

thus slowing down damage and increasing the chances

of ecosystem recovery in those regions. As ecosystem

recovery increases, corals revive and afford vulnerable

populations access to the coastal resources that they

depend on for their lives and livelihoods.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2352485518306637
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This refers to the depletion of the Earth’s ozone layer by

chlorofluorocarbons and other manufactured carbons,

often used in refrigerants in air conditioners. As a result

of the thinning of the ozone layer, there is less protection

from ultraviolet rays, which has caused problems

including skin diseases in humans and damage to the

Earth’s plant and marine life.

OZONE DEPLETION 

O



Relevance

The 1987 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete

the Ozone Layer is an international treaty that came into

force to phase out the production of harmful chemicals

that damage the ozone layer. It has been successful in

reducing the production of ozone depleting substances,

with over 197 countries ratifying the agreement. 

 

Praxis

According to the UN, since 2000, the ozone layer has

been recovering at the rate of 1 to 3%. The projected

rates state that it will heal completely over the Northern

Hemisphere by 2030, the Southern Hemisphere by 2050,

and over the polar regions by 2060. 
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The 21st meeting of all country signatories to the

UNFCCC, known as Conference of the Parties (COP)

meetings, was held in Paris in 2015 and resulted in the

Paris Agreement. The purpose of COP is to coordinate

intergovernmental efforts to tackle climate change.

During the Paris meeting, countries pledged to keep the

increase in global temperatures "well below 2°C above

pre-industrial levels” and preferably to 1.5°C or below.

Under the agreement, each country also pledged to set

its own emission-reduction targets, known as ‘Nationally

Determined Contributions’ (NDCs), which will be 

PARIS AGREEMENT

P



reviewed every five years. The next COP will be held in

Glasgow, UK in 2021.

Relevance

An important result of the meeting was the creation of a

Green Climate Fund to support developing countries in

fulfilling their NDC ambitions. Developed nations

pledged to mobilise USD 100 billion a year for mitigation

and adaptation efforts in developing countries.

 

Praxis

Signatories to the 2015 Paris Agreement approved a

"ratchet mechanism" which obliges each country to

update their NDCs every five years so as to “ratchet” up

their ambition to meet the agreement’s temperature

limit. 2020 marked 5 years since the signing of the Paris

Agreement, but by 31 December, 2020, only 45 countries

had submitted updated NDC contributions. Of these 45,

only 9 (counting the EU27 bloc as a whole) submitted

stronger NDC targets. India has not submitted an

updated NDC yet, but is set to exceed 2 out of its 3

NDCs soon: as of 2018, it had already reached 21%

reduction in emissions intensity (of its total pledge of

35% by 2030), and increased the share of non-fossil fuel

sources in electricity generation (installed capacity) to

35% (of its total pledge of 40% by 2030). 
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This principle refers to a commonly accepted concept in

environmental law, stating that those who are

responsible for causing pollution and environmental

damage are also responsible for paying for the

remediation. The question of damage is not only in terms

of compensation, but also in terms of restitution of the

environmental damage caused. 

POLLUTER PAYS PRINCIPLE 

P



Relevance

The Polluter Pays Principle was first articulated in the Rio

Declaration on Environment and Development 1992, and

has become an important argument for establishing

liability and responsibility for companies who cause

environmental damage. 

Praxis

The Indian Supreme Court in Indian Council for Enviro-

Legal Action v Union of India 1996 has recognised this

principle, establishing that not only are individuals to be

compensated for harm from polluting activities, but also

that ecological damage must be repaired. 
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This is measured as the total greenhouse gas emissions

of a country divided by its total population. These are

emissions that arise from human production and

consumption activities. 

PER CAPITA EMISSIONS 

P



Relevance

Developed countries have historically had higher carbon

emissions per capita than developing countries, because

these countries used fossil fuel-dependent pathways,

changed land use, and industrialised food systems in

order to develop. Climate change is seen as a

development issue by India in its negotiations at various

international fora, and it has also emphasized the

historical contributions of industrialised countries

alongside its own low per capita emissions. Indian

climate experts have argued that there is potential to

decarbonise the economy as India has not yet locked in

inefficient, emission-intensive energy pathways in its

development model, and therefore, still has the option of

choosing environmentally just and sustainable growth

paths. 

 

Praxis

An important way for countries to demonstrate a

commitment to reducing per capita emissions is by

setting ambitious climate laws. In 2020, Denmark passed

a climate law committing to reduce emissions by 70%

based on 1990 levels by 2030 and achieve carbon

neutrality by 2050. A key difference in Denmark’s new

climate law, compared to other countries who have also

legislated climate laws, is its evidence-based approach

to what share of the global emissions cuts it is

responsible for. It is on this basis that it has calculated

its fair share of the burden and arrived at the figure of a

70% reduction of 1990 levels by 2030.
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Sustainable production and consumption is about

becoming more resource efficient and building

sustainable lifestyles. It is also about ensuring that

economic growth does not cause environmental harm,

finding ways to do more with less and innovating

frugally. 

PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION
 
 

P



Relevance

The UN SDG 12 is centred on the importance of

responsible production and consumption. It highlights

the fact that if we continue following our current

patterns of consumption and production and global

populations reach 9.6 billion in 2050, we will need three

planets to provide for all the natural resources required. 

 

Praxis

About a third of all food worldwide ends up rotting or is

wasted on account of poor harvesting or delays in

transportation to the final destination. This food waste

amounts to over USD$ 1 trillion in lost value. According to

the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO), if food

waste was a country, it would have the third highest

carbon footprint. 
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Carbon quotas or carbon credits are devices or permits

that allow companies or countries to emit a certain

amount of greenhouse gases. This means that a country

can buy or sell allotments of carbon dioxide (also known

as emissions trading) based on its financial capacity. 

QUOTA (CARBON) 

Q



Relevance

Whereas several companies have begun pledging

that they will be carbon neutral or carbon negative,

oftentimes through purchasing carbon credits, the

challenge remains to ensure that companies are

actively decarbonising in actuality. 

 

Praxis

Carbon quotas have become an issue of equity, as is

evidenced in the European Union where several Eastern

European countries, such as Poland, went to the

European Court of Justice (in Republic of Poland v

Commission of the European Communities) to protest

restrictive carbon quotas which they felt hampered their

economic growth.  
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Restorative justice is an approach that seeks to repair

the harm caused due to a wrong. It takes a non-

adversarial approach, where parties find shared ways to

reach an outcome. In such an approach, an emphasis is

placed on healing and finding ways to rebuild

relationships, such that even the offender can be

reintroduced into society. 

RESTORATIVE JUSTICE

R



Relevance

In the context of climate, a restorative justice

approach aims to encourage community-centric

collaborative processes that build dialogue between

the environmental offender and the community, such

that the resolution of the dispute can also be shaped

in terms of encouraging restoration of the

environment. The function of this approach is to

facilitate communication, education, repair and

reintegration when a conflict occurs. 

 

Praxis

In New Zealand, an Alternative Environmental Justice

scheme has been developed by the State, which seeks

to not only encourage compliance, but also find ways in

which the harm can be remedied by holding the

offender accountable without a conviction being

necessary. In order to do this, there is community

involvement in determining how to resolve an offence,

and there are also ways to encourage the offender to

make up and contribute to the community. The process

therefore aims to create a safe forum for reconciliation. 
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The United Nations Conference on Sustainable

Development Rio + 20 summit was a landmark

conference between UN member states that took place

in 2012 and sought to develop an agenda towards

sustainable development. In doing so, it aimed to find

ways to balance economic and environmental priorities. 

RIO + 20

R



Relevance

Rio + 20 was significant because it started the

process towards developing the UN SDGs. In addition

to this, it also introduced principles that would

encourage a transition to a green economy, where

economic growth is tied into thinking about social

and environmental welfare.   

 

Praxis

An outcome of the Rio +20 was the creation of a high-

level political forum for sustainable development, whose

main role is to focus on the delivery of SDGs. 
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Resource security refers to the steps that need to be

taken to prevent the scarcity of natural resources such

as food, water and energy. Estimates by the United

Nations show that by 2050, over half of the world will

face water shortages. 

RESOURCE SECURITY 

R



Relevance

Scarcity of basic resources can be a source of

conflict between and within nations. It can also

cause hunger, extreme poverty, and the extinction of

species. This becomes a justice question in terms of

the capacity of states to be able to address

resource-based conflicts. 

 

Praxis

According to a 2018 World Bank Study, there will be

close to 143 million internal climate migrants across

South Asia, Sub Saharan Africa and Latin America by

2050, due to climate impacts such as falling crop

productivity, water scarcity, and rising sea levels.
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Sea levels have risen by over 23 cm since 1880. The rate

of change per year is now around 0.33 cm. There are

two main causes for this: the first is due to the thermal

expansion of water as it warms, and the second is due to

the melting of ice-sheets and glaciers.

SEA LEVEL RISE

S



Relevance

Sea level rise will not affect the world uniformly, and

as a result, there will be coastal and island regions

which will face greater damage to their cities,

destruction of agriculture, and more unpredictable

weather. In addition to this, coastal marine

ecosystems, including birds, fish and plantations will

also be affected. It might also compel populations to

migrate or resettle. 

 

Praxis

The Maldives, being only 1000 mm above sea level, will

be uninhabitable by 2100, with sea levels rising between

0.8 to 1.6 mm per year since 1950. 
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Smog is a visible haze caused by a large concentration

of particulate matter in the atmosphere. Most smog seen

today is produced by the combustion of fossil fuels from

activities like power generation, transportation,

agriculture/waste incineration, residential biomass

burning and industrial fumes. 

SMOG

S



Relevance

Air pollution is a major threat to health and the

climate. The WHO estimates that air pollution kills 7

million people worldwide each year, and that low

and middle-income countries suffer from the highest

exposures.  

 

Praxis

For the last several years, Delhi air pollution readings

have far exceeded the safe limits of international air

quality reference standards like the US EPA 2016. This

standard measures 5 major pollutants: particulate

matter concentration (PM 2.5 and PM 10), carbon

monoxide, sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide and ground-

level ozone. According to this benchmark, a reading of

0-50 is considered Good, 51-100 Moderate, 101-150

Unhealthy for sensitive groups, 151-200 Unhealthy, 201-

300 Very unhealthy and 300+ is Hazardous. On most

days, Delhi’s air quality readings fall in the unhealthy,

very unhealthy and hazardous categories and at certain

periods in the last few years, have recorded a reading of

999; 16 times worse than the prescribed limit.  

 

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2016-04/documents/2012_aqi_factsheet.pdf
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This refers to a holistic understanding of development

that integrates social, economic and environmental

sustainability. The concept recognises that societies

cannot develop and grow without eradicating poverty,

hunger, gender inequality, barriers to justice,

substandard education or wealth inequalities; nor can

they have a future without switching to clean energy,

sustainable sources of economic growth, and positive

action to reverse climate change. 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

S



Relevance

The climate justice movement shares similar end

goals with sustainable development. Climate justice

advocates emphasize that climate change has

differing social, economic & public health impacts on

underprivileged populations. By seeking to create

equitable and sustainable futures, the risk to

vulnerable populations is greatly reduced and the

inherent value of all life protected. 

 

Praxis

UN SDG 13 specifically advocates climate action, and

several SDGs recommend taking measures that would

also have positive effects on climate change issues.

SDG 7, for example, is ensuring affordable and clean

energy - which ties in with the climate goal of reducing

dependence on polluting fossil fuels.  
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Technology is widely understood to be the centrepiece

for climate action, since improved technologies make

climate mitigation and adaptation more effective and

cost-efficient. However, because developing countries

operate within greater financial, technical, and

institutional constraints, UNFCCC members agreed that

developed countries would help developing countries

with the costs and know-how needed to manage their

climate technology transitions. However, action has been

lacking, mostly because developed countries have

insisted on strong Intellectual Property Rights for 

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

T



technology transfers to protect the competitive edge of

their innovative industries, which automatically pushes up

costs and makes them an unviable choice for developing

countries. This reluctance is also reflected in the fact

that there have been no UNFCCC funds allocated to

finance the technology transfer either. The Climate

Technology Centre & Network, which is the main body in

the UNFCCC tasked with providing financial support for

technological transfer to all developing countries,

depends instead on donor support and in 2017, received

a miniscule amount of USD$8 million. 

 

Relevance

This is a difficult debate to resolve because individual

nationalistic interests come up against the collective

good. The Paris Agreement has made some progress

in proposing work-arounds to this, such as by

highlighting the importance of non-UNFCCC

institutions taking the lead on technology issues.

Mission Innovation, one such example, is a coalition

of 22 major economies for clean energy innovation

and knowledge sharing. Nevertheless, it should be

noted that these efforts still fall very short when

compared to the scale of the technology transition

challenge.  



Praxis

A look at the list of energy patents over the last decade

[wind, solar, photovoltaic, biomass to electricity, cleaner

coal, carbon capture] shows that the US, Germany,

Japan lead the list. The only emerging country

representation comes from China and South Korea. Big

energy consumer India has been trying to find its own

workarounds to this double bind, one of which is trying to

raise capital for its own climate technology ecosystems

through publicly backed venture capital funds.
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In climate science, tipping points refer to thresholds,

which once exceeded, can lead to permanent changes

in our earth systems. One such tipping point is a sudden

increase in emissions of carbon dioxide and methane

from the thawing of frozen carbon-rich soils (permafrost

melt) and subsequently, a spike in the Earth’s

temperature. Almost a quarter of the Northern

Hemisphere (including Canada, Alaska, Greenland,

Russian Siberia) is covered in permafrost. For reference,

there are about 1400 gigatons (1 gigaton is a billion tons)

of carbon frozen in the permafrost. The Earth’s 

TIPPING POINT 

T



atmosphere contains about 850 gigatons of carbon.

That means that the carbon frozen in the permafrost is

greater than 1.5 times the carbon already emitted by

human beings. 

Relevance

Tipping points are important because once they are

crossed, certain emergent measures may be required

that won't necessarily be able to take into account

justice considerations when survival is threatened.

 

Praxis

The entire process of mitigation is based on the science

of tipping points. For instance, the global target to keep

warming below 1.5°C is based on the knowledge that

once that point is crossed, several of the harmful

impacts of climate change might become irreversible.  
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Trade is a climate challenge because with economic

growth and the expansion of global industries,

transportation and supply chains can cause large

increases in environmental damage. Additionally, there

are repeated historic occurrences of pollution-heavy

industries being moved to countries with less stringent

environmental policies, in order to circumvent regulation. 

TRADE

T



Relevance

Climate impacts like extreme weather events or sea

level rise can disrupt supply chains and affect

industries like agriculture, resulting in reduced

capacity for food production. 

 

Praxis

Global warming has led to the melting of polar ice to

the point where increasing numbers of cargo ships are

using the Arctic shipping route to shorten journey times

between Asia and Europe. Shipping traffic and

commercial activities in the Arctic are likely to grow

significantly in the coming decades, as several

governments - India included - have staked their interest

in oil and gas production and mining in the region. This

threatens to exacerbate climate change and further

endanger delicate ecological systems already

compromised by ice melts. 
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The UNFCCC is an international environmental treaty to

“prevent dangerous human interference with the climate

system,” which came into effect in 1994.  

UNITED NATIONS FRAMEWORK
CONVENTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE

(UNFCCC) 

U



Relevance

This international treaty has been signed and ratified

by 197 countries, making it the primary multilateral

platform that coordinates transnational

governmental efforts to regulate climate change. As

such, it is the main framework under which

conversations on securing an environmentally just

and equitable future for all takes place. 

 

Praxis

The Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement, which call

for emissions reductions to limit global warming, are

agreements that fall under the framework of the

UNFCCC.  
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Urban heat islands refer to areas or pockets in cities that

are much warmer than surrounding peri-urban and rural

areas. This anthropogenic phenomenon is caused by

several factors such as high-density built-up areas,

reduced transpiration due to land use changes, waste

heat from ACs, factories and vehicles etc. This is also

compounded by the high absorption of heat by dark

coloured surfaces in cities like buildings and roads. 

URBAN HEAT ISLAND
 

U



Relevance

Urbanisation and rapid infrastructure development,

often in violation of land use and zoning laws, affect

vulnerable and poorer sections of the population

disproportionately since a significant percentage of

this population lives in tightly packed informal

settlements, built without weather-resistant

materials.  These populations also rely on heat

intensive methods of energy like burning wood for

cooking, and have lesser access to cooling

technologies like air-conditioners; thus, even slight

increases in overall temperature can cause several

health risks, including death. 

 

Praxis

In 2010, after a severe heat wave in Ahmedabad, the

city’s municipal corporation put into effect a heat action

plan which had measures to provide access to cooling

space, drinking water and included outreach and

awareness measures on preventing the extreme effects

of heat. 
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Climate variability refers to variations in mean climate

parameters on both spatial and temporal scales, which

are beyond individual weather events. The variability

could be due to man-made/external or natural forces.

An example is increased temperatures in some summers

and decreased temperatures in some winters.  

CLIMATE [V]ARIABILITY  

V



Relevance

The relevance of climate variability lies not within the

phenomenon itself, but in how its impacts affect

certain vulnerable communities more than others. For

instance, communities that are reliant on standard

weather patterns, such as farmers, would be

significantly more affected by extreme weather

events like droughts than wealthy, urban office

workers.  Thus, adaptation strategies would need to

be moulded accordingly. 

 

Praxis

Practical adaptation techniques for climate variability

include information about weather hazards and

prediction products like early warning systems for storms

and floods. They also include emergency response plans

and rehabilitation options. Awareness and capacity

building also fall under adaptive mechanisms for climate

variability. 
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The major GHG emissions from the waste sector are

landfill methane (from decomposition of biodegradable

materials like food waste, paper), wastewater methane

(domestic and industrial) and nitrous oxide. According to

a 2014 IPCC report, global emissions from waste

account for 3% of total anthropogenic emissions. 

WASTE MANAGEMENT 

W



Relevance

Proper segregation of waste would minimise adverse

impacts on the environment, with fewer toxic gases

being discharged, less contaminated groundwater,

and reduced air pollution. Further, since waste

facilities are disproportionately located in low-

income neighbourhoods, better waste management

practices would have an additional positive effect on

the public health of these marginalised communities.  

 

Praxis

Ms. Almitra Patel’s 1996 public interest litigation in the

Supreme Court – against open dumping of municipal

solid waste – was instrumental in the drafting of the

Municipal Solid Waste Management and Handling (MSW)

Rules 2000. Under the MSW Rules, municipal bodies

were given charge of collection, storage, segregation,

transportation, processing and disposal of municipal

solid wastes - where earlier it was an unregulated

space. 
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Weather refers to the short-term changes in the

atmosphere which occur constantly, such as sunshine,

rain, and wind. Climate, on the other hand, is the

average of weather patterns over a longer time period

(usually several decades). 

WEATHER V. CLIMATE 

W



Relevance

The distinction is important because human

responses to climate and weather are different and

have varying impacts. For instance, a particular

adaptation policy might address long term changes

in climate such as rise in average temperature.

However, this might not take into account immediate

extreme events such as unseasonal storms, which fall

in the realm of weather rather than climate.

Praxis

A way to understand this would be to imagine a disaster

resulting from unseasonal storms leading to severe

flooding. This may or may not be influenced by

anthropogenic climate change, but would be dealt with

through disaster management mechanisms and laws. On

the other hand, a phenomenon like increased average

temperatures would be dealt with through more long-

standing adaptation pathways, such as increased

access to cooling methods.  
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Water-related stress refers to the difficulty borne by

human beings from water demand exceeding water

supply. The term can also refer to situations where

excess water causes interference in the functioning of

human life, for instance, through floods. Climate change

transforms water cycles and hence exacerbates water

stress, as warmer temperatures increase the evaporation

of water from land and water bodies, causing changes

in rainfall patterns. 

WATER-RELATED STRESS 

W



Relevance

Water-related stress has several intersectional

elements which make it a justice issue. For one, it

increases the burden on women in several regions

with inadequate water supply, whose duty it has

traditionally been to collect water for household

domestic use. For instance, in East Africa, women use

up to 27 % of their calorie intake on water collection.

Water-related stress also poses risks for food security

since agricultural cultivations require large amounts

of water, and also increases the risk of conflicts

which can lead to displaced populations and

refugees. 

 

Praxis

Adequate management of water resources and

innovations to meet water crises across the world are

key to reducing water-related stress. An important

example is that of Spain, which already has about 700

desalination plants that provides fresh water to about 8

million people a day. In India, the rural work guarantee

programme, MGNREGA, contributes to solving the water

crisis and creating jobs by undertaking projects such as

water harvesting, flood protection etc. 
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Climate anxiety refers to the psychological distress that

comes with threat of environmental disasters and

negative effects of climate change on people’s lives.

This includes the mental distress experienced by people

who are already facing negative impacts of climate

change on their lives, and those who are experiencing it

as a general sense of impending doom. 

CLIMATE AN[X]IETY 

X



Relevance

Vulnerability to climate impacts, including

psychological impacts, is higher for communities with

outdated infrastructure, inadequate access to health

and social security services, poverty, disability and

high incidence of migration. This is because these

communities have fewer physical and socioeconomic

resources to deal with the impacts of climate

change. 

 

Praxis

Climate anxiety is still not very well recognised, and

resources are still nascent for those most in need. At the

same time, there is increasing action and recognition in

some cultures for methods to address it. For instance, a

climate change guide has been created by the

American Psychological Association to help practitioners

provide mental health services in this context.
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This term refers to an increasingly vocal climate justice

movement, led by young people in cities across the

world, who have been mobilising to draw attention to

the climate crisis and demand their right to a future.  

YOUTH ACTIVISM

Y



Relevance

Youth activism has been forcing the general public

to pay attention to the significance and urgency of

climate change. It has raised questions about

sustainable development models, nature

conservation, inequalities in the effects of climate

change, financial backing for fossil fuels industries,

and other sensitive topics. Their style is often a direct

questioning, which is sometimes perceived as an

affront to the powers that be.  

 

Praxis

Greta Thunberg became famous for her ‘School Strike

for the Climate’, where she skipped a day of school

every week and protested with a signboard outside the

Swedish Parliament, as a message to lawmakers to give

school children a future worth living for. This has since

been replicated by young people around the world in the

#FridaysForFuture movement, to highlight the need to

act on climate change.  

 



A net-zero state is achieved when there is an overall

balance between (GHG) emissions produced and

emissions taken out of the atmosphere. This will have to

be achieved by a combination of methods like switching

to clean energy sources, preventing further

deforestation, and deploying technologies like carbon

capture. If countries are to limit global warming to well

below 2°C and ideally to 1.5°C, as agreed under the

Paris Agreement, then net-zero carbon emissions have to

be reached by the year 2050 and net-zero GHG

emissions between 2063-2068.  

NET [Z]ERO 

Z



Relevance

This time bound action offers a reasonable chance of

preventing the worst consequences of climate

change, yet there are significant equity

considerations at play when it comes to action

required internationally. For a country to get to net

zero, emissions must typically peak first and then

decline. This trajectory has already taken place for

most developed countries, but not yet for developing

countries. Thus, many developing economies are

reluctant to pledge net zero targets (despite

pressure from some developed countries) in the

absence of unproven low-carbon pathways, or

technology transfers and finance that would help

them reach their development goals. 

 

Praxis

Over 120 countries have announced net-zero targets by

2050, yet there are few examples to call on as working

illustrations because they are mostly all predicated on

future promises, rather than immediate action to

balance GHG sources and GHG sinks. This is also one of

the main criticisms of this term as it is being used

presently, as it defers taking action now for politically-

attractive labels. 
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In 2018, IPCC climate scientists revised the upper limit

for global warming from a 2°C rise down to 1.5 °C. They

based it on the principle of equity, given that small

island states and developing countries are bound to feel

the impact of climate change to a much greater degree

as the earth warms.  

1.5 TARGET 



Relevance

The tragedy of the revised estimate is that even warming

of 1.5°C is still not considered ‘safe’ for most nations,

human and natural ecosystems. As the IPCC SR15 report

states: “The impacts of 1.5°C of warming would

disproportionately affect disadvantaged and vulnerable

populations through food insecurity, higher food prices,

income losses, lost livelihood opportunities, adverse

health impacts and population displacements”. It is now

a case of managing negative impacts, rather than being

able to prevent them altogether. As of 2020, the world

is warmer by 1.2 °C over pre-industrial levels. 

 

Praxis

According to the Climate Action Tracker (CAT), as of

2019, Morocco and The Gambia were the only two

countries with a plan to reduce their carbon dioxide

emissions to a level consistent with limiting warming to

1.5°C. The CAT has calculated India’s plan for emissions

reductions to be compatible with a 2°C increase, which

actually places it in a favourable light when compared

with both developed countries as well as other major

emerging economies.  
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